Chapter 17 – International Trade

1.
2.
3.
4.

Two men live alone on an isolated island. To survive they must
undertake a few basic economic activities like water carrying,
fishing, cooking and shelter construction and maintenance.
The first man is young, strong, and educated. He is also, faster,
better, more productive at everything. The second man is old,
weak, and uneducated. He produces less than the younger
man. In some activities the difference between the two is
great; in others it is small. For instance, the younger man can
gather 50 coconuts every hour, or catch 150 fish. While the
older man can only gather 5 coconuts or catch 25 fish every
hour.
Who is better at all activities in the scenario above?
What is the opportunity cost for the younger man if he
dedicates his hour to gathering coconuts?
What is the opportunity cost for the older man if he dedicates
his hour gathering coconuts
Should they work separately or together on the island?
Explain.

Chapter 17 – International Trade
Absolute Advantage – a nation can produce more of a given product
using a given amount of resources
Comparative Advantage – a nation’s ability to produce a product
most efficiently given all the other products that could be produced
(less opportunity cost)
Law of comparative advantage – a nation or person is better off
when it produces goods and services for which it has a comparative
advantage
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Young Man has absolute advantage because he can
produce both items more efficiently than the old man
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Young Man has comparative advantage in
collecting coconuts because he gives up less
fish relative to his production of coconuts than
the old man
His opportunity cost for collecting coconuts is
lower relative to the old man
The old man has the comparative advantage in
catching fish because he gives up less coconuts
relative to his production of fish
His opportunity cost for catching fish is lower
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Steps for Determining Comparative Advantage
Scenario: Canada and Mexico are considering the trade of two goods. Canada can
produce 100 Furs or 100 trees. Mexico can produce 50 furs or 200 trees.

Step 1 – Input the Data
Productive Output

Fur
Canada
Mexico

Trees

100

100

50

200

Step 2 – Find the Opportunity Cost of Production
Opportunity Cost

Canada
Mexico

Fur
Trees
100/100 = 1 100/100 = 1
200/50 = 4 50/200 = 1/4

Step 3 – Analyze the Data to Determine Comparative Advantage
1
•It costs Canada ______
fur for every tree it produces.
1/4 fur for every tree it produces.
•It costs Mexico ______
1 tree for every fur it produces.
•It costs Canada ______
4 tree for every fur it produces.
•It costs Mexico ______

•Therefore, Canada should
specialize in the production of Fur,
while Mexico should specialize in
the production of trees

Kate and Carl
Productivity Per Hour
T-Shirts per hour

Birdhouses per hour

Kate

6

2

Carl

1

1

1. Who has absolute advantage in this situation?
Productivity Per Hour

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Opportunity cost of a
T-Shirts

Opportunity cost of a
Birdhouse

Kate

1/3 birdhouse
2/6 = _____

Carl

1/1 = _____
1 birdhouse

3 t-shirt
6/2 = ______
1 t-shirt
1/1 = ______

1/3 birdhouses to produce 1 t-shirt.
It costs Kate ________
3
It costs Kate ________
shirts to produce 1 birdhouse.
1
It costs Carl ________
to produce 1 t-shirt.
It costs Carl ________to
produce 1 birdhouse.
1
Kate has a comparative advantage when producing t-shirts.
________
Carl
________
has a comparative advantage when producing birdhouses.
Kate
Carl
Therefore, ___________
should produce t-shirts and __________
should produce birdhouses.

Absolute and Comparative Advantage and Sports
Two athletes Joe and Jim play on the same team football team. Joe is bigger, faster,
and stronger than Jim. The coaches are trying to determine what positions to play
Joe and Jim for the upcoming season. When Joe plays quarterback, he throws 20 td’s
per season. When he plays receiver he scores 12. When Jim plays quarterback he
throws 14 td’s. When he plays receiver he scores 5 td’s. Who should play what?
Plug in the information to the table below.
QB

WR

Joe

20

12

Jim

14

5

QB

WR

Joe

12/20 = ____ 20/12 = ____

Jim

5/14 = _____ 14/5 = _____
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Absolute and Comparative Advantage and Sports
Two athletes Joe and Jim play on the same team football team. Joe is bigger, faster,
and stronger than Jim. The coaches are trying to determine what positions to play
Joe and Jim for the upcoming season. When Joe plays quarterback, he throws 20 td’s
per season. When he plays receiver he scores 12. When Jim plays quarterback he
throws 14 td’s. When he plays receiver he scores 5 td’s. Who should play what?
Plug in the information to the table below.
QB

WR

Joe

20

12

Jim

14

5

QB

WR

Joe

12/20
12/20==____
3/5 20/12
20/10 = 5/3
____
or 60%
or 1.6%

Jim

5/14 = _____
14/5 = 2.8%
_____
35%

Trade Barriers and Agreements
Trade Barrier – a trade restriction, used to prevent a foreign product
from freely entering a nation’s territory
Tariffs – a tax on imported goods
Import Quotas – a limit on the amount of a good that can be
imported
Voluntary Export Restraint – a self-imposed limitiation on the
number of products shipped to a particular country

International Cooperation and Agreements
International Free Trade Agreement – results from cooperation between
countries to reduce trade barriers and tariffs to promote trade
1. North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) – agreement between
Canada, Mexico and the U.S. to eliminate tariffs and other trade barriers
2. European Union (EU) – a regional trade organization of European nations
3. World Trade Organization (WTO) – a worldwide organization whose goal is to
promote free global trade, supervises international trade
Most favored Nations Status

Measuring Trade
Exchange Rate – the value of one foreign nation’s currency in relation to
another nation’s currency
Determining the Rate of Exchange
1 Dollar = 12 Mexican Pesos
1/12 = .083
.083 x 500 = $41.66
Hotel room costs 500 Pesos per night
500/12 = $41.66

Absolute and Comparative Advantage Practice
Productive Output
Rice

Beans

India

20

10

United Kingdom

5

15

•Which country enjoys an absolute advantage in beans? United Kingdom
•Which country enjoys an absolute advantage in rice? India

Absolute and Comparative Advantage Practice
Productive Output
Rice

Beans

India

20 10/20 = 1/2 Beans

10

20/10 = 2 Rice

United Kingdom

5

15

5/15 = 1/3 Rice

15/5 = 3 Beans

Who has the higher opportunity cost when producing Rice? UK
Who has the higher opportunity cost when producing Beans? India
Who has comparative advantage when producing Beans? UK
Who has comparative advantage when producing Rice? India
Therefore, India should specialize in the production of, Rice
while the U.K. should specialize in the production of Beans

Absolute and Comparative Advantage Practice
Productive Output
Fish

Vegetables

Country X

14

Country Y

14 15/14 = 1.07 Vegs

10/14 = .71 Vegs

10

14/10 = 1.4 Fish

15 14/15 = .93 Fish

Which of the following is true?
a. Country Y has absolute advantage in producing both fish and
vegetables, but comparative advantage in fish.
b. With trade, country X will import fish.
c. Country Y has comparative advantage in producing fish.
d. These countries will not be able to benefit from specialization and
trade.
e. Country X will export fish to country Y.
Answer: _____e________

Absolute and Comparative Advantage Practice
Productive Output
Guns

Butter

Russia

60

20

Cuba

30

10

•Which country enjoys an absolute advantage? Russia

Absolute and Comparative Advantage Practice
Productive Output
Guns

Butter

Russia

60 20/60 = 1/3 Butter

20

60/20 = 3 Guns

Cuba

30 10/30 = 1/3 Butter

10

30/10 = 3 Guns

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

For every Gun that Russia produces, they give up _____1/3________ Butter.
For every Butter that Russia produces they give up ____3________ Guns.
For every Gun that Cuba produces they give up ______1/3_____ Butter.
For every Butter that Cuba produces they give up _____3_______ Guns.
Why is there no comparative advantage? Opportunity Cost is the same
Therefore, the two countries should not trade is when their opportunity cost
is__________equal/the same____________________

